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Session Overview 

 Livability Discourse Overview 
 Livable Streets Primer 
 Issues 
 Principles for Measuring and Achieving 

Livability 
 Toward a Definition of Livability to 

Guide Planning Decisions 
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HUD/EPA USDOT Livability 
Principles/Objectives 

 Provide more transportation choices 
 Promote equitable, affordable housing 
 Enhance economic competitiveness 
 Support existing communities 
 Coordinate and leverage federal policies 

and investment 
 Value communities and neighborhoods 

 
 
 

The Honorable Ray Lahood, Secretary Of Transportation  
Before The Committee On Banking, Housing, And Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate  
June 16, 2009 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic GoalsSafetyLivable CommunitiesTransportation has an impact on CommunitiesYou can’t advance it without performance measuresOn June 16, 2009, The US Secretary of Transportation, the Honorable Ray Lahood, delivered a testimonial before the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, And Urban Affairs. The hearing was titled Greener Communities Greater Opportunities: New Ideas For Sustainable Development And Economic Growth. In his testimonial he presented 6 “Livability Principles,” as follows:Provide more transportation choices. Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to decrease household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and promote public health.Promote equitable, affordable housing. Expand location- and energy-efficient housing choices for people of all ages, incomes, races, and ethnicities to increase mobility and lower the combined cost of housing and transportation.Enhance economic competitiveness. Improve economic competitiveness through reliable and timely access to employment centers, educational opportunities, services and other basic needs by workers, as well as expanded business access to markets.Support existing communities. Target federal funding toward existing communities—through strategies like transit oriented, mixed-use development, and land recycling—to increase community revitalization and the efficiency of public works investments and safeguard rural landscapes.Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment. Align federal policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage funding, and increase the accountability and effectiveness of all levels of government to plan for future growth, including making smart energy choices such as locally generated renewable energyValue communities and neighborhoods. Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities by investing in healthy, safe, and walkable neighborhoods—rural, urban, or suburban.Statement Of The Honorable Ray Lahood, Secretary Of Transportation Before The Committee On Banking, Housing, And Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate Hearing On Greener Communities, Greater Opportunities: New Ideas For Sustainable Development And Economic Growth, June 16, 2009
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Livable Streets Primer 
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What is the 
location of your 
friends and 
acquaintances? 

 Light vs. Heavy: 
 3 x Local Friends 
 2 x Acquaintances 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image conveys the inverse relationship between traffic levels and the residents’ ability to engage in community relations.Donald Appleyard, used mapping exercises to conduct a renowned study on the impacts of traffic on street and community livability.He did this by comparing three residential streets in San Francisco, similar in many respects, except for their traffic levels. The dots show where people were observedSome of his major findings were that as traffic volumes increase, quality of life factors that lead to healthy and strong communities (e.g., social connections, size of home territory, neighborhood pride and property values) decrease. In adapting to these traffi c impacts, residents would withdraw and retreat into the backs of their homes and away from the street and, consequently, their community. He also found that children and the elderly were particularly vulnerable to the negative affects of traffic exposure.Figure 1 (following page) graphically represents the inverse relationship between social ties (shown by the lines across the streets) and vehicular traffic, which increases from top to bottom. In the top street, where there is light vehicular traffic, there are many social connections and an active street-life. Whereas in the bottom street, the reverse can be seen with heavy traffic and fewer social ties. In sum, this image show how community ties can actually be knit together by a street that is livable and inviting or, alternatively, they can be torn apart when auto traffic noise, pollution and threats dominate the street environment.The detrimental effects of traffic on the community livability was powerfully captured in his comparison of the quality of life experienced by residents from three streets here in San Francisco (Franklin, Gough and Octavia), similar in many respects except for their traffic levels. (point to slide)
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What is the 
extent of your 
home territory? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows how residents’ sense of their home territories shrinks as traffic grows heavier and faster. When heavy traffic forces residents to retreat into the backs of their homes and away from the street, the areas in front of homes — that could be vibrant places for children to play and neighbors to socialize— are left empty of street-life. As a result, few “watchful eyes” are left to enhance neighborhood safety.As you can see, this image, conveys the inverse relationship between traffic levels and the residents' sense of their home territories, providing strong graphic evidence supporting the argument for taming traffic speeds and the exposure of resident through the use of such things as traffic calming, and better pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. 
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Additional Findings: 
 Traffic 
 Neighborhood 

pride  
 Property values 

What is the 
extent of your 
home territory? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The detrimental effects of traffic on the community livability was powerfully captured in his comparison of the quality of life experienced by residents from three streets here in San Francisco (Franklin, Octavia and Gough), similar in many respects except for their traffic levels. (point to slide)As you can see, this image, conveys the inverse relationship between traffic levels and the residents' sense of their home territories, providing strong graphic evidence supporting the argument for taming traffic speeds and the exposure of resident through the use of such things as traffic calming, and better pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. 
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Ecology of the Street 

Source: Livable Streets 

In Conflict Street: At Peace In Retreat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Street: at PeaceIn ConflictAdaption
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 “It was perhaps the most influential urban 
design books of its time.  
Prior to Livable Streets, streets were looked 

upon as ‘Sewers for cars’ and traffic was not 
yet seen to have broader impacts on our 
psychology, our socializing, or our sense of 
comfort around streets. After Livable Streets, 
streets were appreciated more fully: as 
places where people lived; as potential 
places to build important social ties; and as 
places for children to play.” 

 UC Professor Randolph Hester 
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Issues: Current Political Discourse 
 “Livability should be defined by each 

individual community” 
 People like to drive fast without 

congestion— Economic Competiveness 
 Many would consider this “Livable” 

 By extension then, should people from 
one community be empowered to drive 
fast through other communities to avoid 
congestion?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is missing? Who is being excluded?Achieving Livability means to:actively reach out and include others.recognize that people will adapt to poor conditionsBut sometimes this universal application can lead to a cooption of the term.For example, “valuing community” has led to policy that dictates that the communities themselves define their own livability for themselves. But what if that community has been torn apart by traffic and can’t speak for themselves? What if the community has been removed by plan (freeway neighborhood removal) or by some force of nature (Hurricane Katrina) coupled with inadequate infrastructure (levees meant to save New Orleans). Livable Streets teaches us that we often need to uncover where a community has been hampered, removed or disconnected. That we need to re-imagine and re-envision, reconnect, re-establish community. What we need are some meta-principles. This is important as the auto-mobile culture of the last century has culture and practices that have led to a great separation of community. If people don’t speak to each other on a regular basis, do If people don’t walk along or across the street there will be no pedestrians injured or killed on that street. But does that mean it is a Livable Street? No, of course not. Achieving Livability means to actively reach out and include others.Achieving Livability means to recognize that people will adapt to poor conditions.Livability requires that we think about what is unlivable.�Who is missing? Who is being excluded?�And what we need to make a situation more livable.�Advocacy.�Rather than patronage�We need to put up a mirror to people’s lives�Give them the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong. And how it can be better.�Creating a more livable community requires that of us.�
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 How do we prioritize between 
competing principles/objectives? 

Economic Competitiveness– Free Flow 
Auto-mobility 
Vs. 
Supporting existing communities 
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 Support existing communities 
 What happens when a community has 

been disenfranchised, sometimes by 
the transportation system itself? 
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Powers of Observation: 
Striving to Overcome the Alienating Forces of Auto-Domination 

we need to 
recognize that we 
are sometime trying 
to measure the 
“unmeasurable”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an obvious need to overcome the alienated forces of our auto-dominated environments where people made to feel like second class citizens and need to reach out to the passing drivers.
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Striving to Overcome the Alienating Forces 
of Auto-Domination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an obvious need to overcome the alienated forces of our auto-dominated environments where people feel like second class citizens and feel the need to reach out.
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Striving to Overcome the Alienating Forces 
of Auto-Domination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an obvious need to overcome the alienated forces of our auto-dominated environments where people feel like second class citizens and feel the need to reach out.
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Striving to Overcome the Alienating Forces 
of Auto-Domination 
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we need to 
recognize that we 
are sometime trying 
to measure the 
unmeasurable. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a livable communityThe example of how communitiesNeed to reflect the values of the community.What would Need to prioritize on several dimensions.The most vulnerable.Human Experience, un attenuated by mechanization.Health impacts: Thrving vs. Striving.Housing values have change in the tChallenge 6: Cross-sectoral integrationCollaborative Challenge 7: Capacity Building
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Illustrations of How People Traveling by Different Modes  
Experience The Environment Differently 
•  Retrofitting Auto-Suburbia: A Community Guide to Overcoming Auto-Domination 
• Livable Streets for Schoolchildren  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
combined the livability research methods of Donald Appleyard with the image/cognitive mapping approaches of Kevin Lynch, resulting in the article “Livable Streets for Schoolchildren,”  written for the National Center for Bicycling and Walking (www.bikewalk.org)In order explore how traffic and the lack of proper infrastructure like this affects children and their perception of their environment,  we had children from different communities, similar in most respects, except for their traffic levels, draw free-form maps of their neighborhood between their home and school.This practice, otherwise known as cognitive or image mapping, originated in the field of psychology and was introduced to a broad audience of urban designers and planners by the famous planner, Kevin Lynch,  through his seminal work, The Image of the City.Following the same protocol for each group, we provided 9 to 10 year olds with a blank piece of paper and several plain, black pencils. We then read instructions asking them to, basically:“draw a map of their neighborhood, between their home and school,  as if they were describing it to someone.” We also asked them to indicate and comment on areas that they liked, disliked, or felt were dangerous, and to indicate the location of their friends and places they like to play.For each group we gave them the same amount of time for each task.******************************************Our primary finding was that lower levels of traffic did indeed give children a more positive perception of their environment. A follow-up study I conducted showed how pedestrian infrastructure can help demonstrably improve the neighborhood experience.Image mapping has been use by urban planners for a number of useful purposes, such as assessing an areas transportation system by helping identify the important destinations, preferred routes of travel and barriers that exist,and the degrees to which people are positively, or in the case of traffic, negatively impacted by certain environmental factors.******
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“Livable Streets for Schoolchildren” 
By Bruce Appleyard 

www.bikewalk.org 

When driven 
everywhere, 
children 
become 
cognitively 
disconnected 
from their 
environment 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Archipalagic Spatial Patterns Affect”-Joyful2nd period of the brain developmet Peak gray matter is 10.2 years for women, 11 years for menSpatial relationshipGolledge et al. National Research Council, Learning to Think Spatially (2006) K-12Descriptive describe- My house is hereand 3. Mentally rotate 3. Solve problems   in space time to Does the quality of the urban oGoodwin et al. do travel habits as children lead to bad habits about “Archipalagic Spatial Patterns Affect” Children’s Perception of the community Karsten L. Van Vliet Children in the CityLand Use oGroups of young people are made to feel unwelcome10 -15 years have highest fatality rates for bikersLower as Hillman, et al lower exposure to travel pedestrian rates1999 Neural Design studyJJ Teenagers need places that are inexpensiveLand Use	School Siting	Siting of Parks Transportation 41% of Car Bike crashes are at intersections“Live-ends”Other Issues	sightlines	wyfinding	landmarks	Transportation education		learning to be a good motoristPsychologically predisposed DefiningWalkabilityDoes it matter We need to have a comprehensive walkability index	Defining walkability Sense of Safety from car accidents	Cliff EllisVirtual reality model for comparison Cervero and Bosselmann StudyLisa Weston	Why haven’t parents disregarded the needs of children.New way of Parenting: with child as much as possible.	Parents have time with their childrenWalkability Index do you see that as a practical evaluation tool?So that planners can do this while they do development Review.3 AsAttendance Attachment and AchievementNational center for school engagementColoradofoundation.orgJill Adams Ken Seeley president CEOWhen you are driven everywhere, you are cognitively disconnected from the pcoming Article by the National Center for Biking and walkingFrom the results of a study I will discuss later, it is also clear that driving our children everywhere leaves them cognitively disconnected from their community, as expressed by this child, who was driven most places and simply viewed their environment as series of unlinked paths.	As our schools are built on the fringes of development or indeed segregated from our neighborhoods by the lack of proper sidewalks and bike lanes to protect our children from traffic, Children may have to view their world through a windshield, as parents are forced  to chauffeur them throughout their childhood.Heavy traffic reduces the independent mobility of children and youth.--Tranter,P.,Doyle,J.(1996).Reclaiming the residential street as play space. International Play Jour-nal,4,pp.81-97.Opportunities and locations for spontaneous, non-structured play are severely restrictedby traffic.-- Hillman,M.,Adams,J.(1992)Children ’s freedom and safety. Children ’s Environments,9 (2),pp.10-22.Chronic noise of traffic can stress children and raise their blood pressure, heart rates and levels of stress hormones.2121 Evans,G.,Lercher,P.,Meis,M.,et al (2001)Community noise exposure and stress in children, our-nal of the Acoustical Society of America,109 (3),pp.1023-1027.25-30%of children who survive traffic accidents may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, unless treated. This may include depression, recurring nightmares, difficulty attending to school work, fear of cars.2222 Stallard,P.,Velleman,R.,Baldwin,S.(1998)Prospective study of post-traumatic stress disorder inchildren involved in road traffic accidents. British Medical Journal,317,pp.1619-1623.Strong relationship between automobile dominance in a neighborhood and the level of social ties 25 Freeman,L.(2001)The effects of sprawl on neighborhood ties. Journal of the American Planning As-sociation,67(1),pp.69-77.In neighborhood's where traffic is a nuisance and a threat, children had a limited range of play activities and spend less time outside. Children who live in neighborhoods not dominated by traffic have a wider circle of friends, and so do their parents.23 23 See Page 18 of European Commission, Directorate-General for the Environment (2002)Kids on theMove, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, LuxembourgThe work presented herein powerfully illustrates the degree to which automobile traffic and the lack of proper facilities for bikers and walkers destroys a child’s connection with their community.In these threatening environments, where children are unnecessarily exposed to automobile traffic on the journey to school, their sense of comfort and well being is undermined. In other words, they are left with a limited sense of livability in their own communities.*********************************
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The View From Outside a Car 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A child-able to freely walk and bicycle-can become much more cognitively aware of subtle qualities of the environment through which they travel.This map and testimonial from a 10 year  illustrates how out-of-vehicle travelers (bicyclists and pedestrians) can be more sensitive to the nuances of the of the urban environment.A child allowed to freely explore their community has a much richer sense of the area between their origins and destinations.Figure 1-3: A 10-year-old who is able to walk and bicycle everywhere is much more cognitively connected with key urban environmental elements of their community.This map and accompanying testimonial statement expresses how out-of-vehicle travelers (bicyclists and pedestrians) are acutely sensitive to the qualities of the urban environment.It also underscores how aggregated average values of the urban environment may hide important qualities along an individual’s journey that may influence  their travel behavior.
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Satisfaction: Values, 
Expectations, Adaptation 
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Livable Streets Findings: 
What people want on their 

streets 
 

Accessibility 

Auto-Mobility 

Multi-Modal 
Mobility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons from this Book to Inform a Definition of Livability As discussed throughout this book, to understand livability is to understand how people are experiencing their environment. And from the findings and discussions within this book, we can gain an even better understanding of how we can ultimately define Livability to guide planning decisions. Donald Appleyard’s survey of neighborhood satisfaction suggests that mobility and accessibility are nested within livability. Consider the graphic Ewing adapted from the First Edition of Livable Streets, reporting Donald Appleyard’s survey of neighborhood satisfaction (Figure 18 from p. 50 of the First Edition), combining and highlighting some of the representative measures to further highlight some of the important findings of what residents believe to be important in the public realm. From the table we see that under the category of “Convenience” (which in our current terminology could be interpreted to mean “accessibility”) is dependent on the proximity of important land use activities, combined with our ability to move around, or “mobility.” But, as the graphic shows, people place importance on being “near public transit” and “walking conditions. In sum, “multi-modal mobility” is a preferred component of Livability, which thus depends on facilities being present and comfortable for a broader spectrum of street users (pedestrians, bicyclists and transit riders, as well as drivers). When the car is predominately accommodated, at the expense of other modes, this is the performance dimension known as “Auto-mobility.”As people placed “Easy for Car” lower on the list of what people find important for their streets, accommodating the car on urban, residential streets should thus be considered a lower priority to multi-modal mobility.  To review, “auto-mobility” appears to be nested below and within “multi-modal mobility”, which is nested within “accessibility”, which is nested with “livability”, which is nested within “sustainability”.  Donald Appleyard’s survey of neighborhood satisfaction suggests that mobility and accessibility are nested within livability. Livability is essentially a good quality of life for the current generation, including all these qualities listed in Livable Streets with economic, environmental, and social dimensions. The qualities that make a street "livable" are safety from traffic, peace and quiet, attractive appearance, street life, etc.; ease of movement by car is only one quality valued by residents, and not the most important.  A livable street environment is better not only for residents and pedestrians.  
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Cars Encroach  and Drive Fast 

When Curb Radius 
Is Too Large?… 
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Contributions of Livable Streets 
 Established framework to evaluate impacts 

of traffic on people & communities  
 Introduced the phrase “Ecology of the Street”  
 Changed focus from driver-ped conflict to 

driver vs. resident conflict 
 Articulated the “roles” people play and the 

unequal distribution of power 
 

 The Use of Streets: A Reassessment and Tribute to Donald Appleyard 
EDUARDO VASCONCELLOS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Use of Streets: A Reassessment and Tribute to Donald AppleyardEDUARDO VASCONCELLOSAssociac¸a˜o Nacional de Transportes Pu´ blicos (ANTP), Sa˜o Paulo, BrazilJournal of Urban Design, Vol. 9, No. 1, 3–22, February 2004
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Contributions of Livable Streets 

The Promise of Our Streets: 
Argued for a  

“National Livable Streets Program” 
The Complete Streets Movement 

 
Processes Before Prescriptions: 

Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Use of Streets: A Reassessment and Tribute to Donald AppleyardEDUARDO VASCONCELLOSAssociac¸a˜o Nacional de Transportes Pu´ blicos (ANTP), Sa˜o Paulo, BrazilJournal of Urban Design, Vol. 9, No. 1, 3–22, February 2004
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Livable Streets: Pioneered 
Complete Streets Hierarchy* 

  Walk 

Bike 
Transit 
Drive 

Important for lowering GHG 
as often about a quarter of 
all trips are less than or 
equal to one mile. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1995, NPTS)



LIVABLE STREETS VIDEO 

http://www.streetfilms.org/revisiting-donald-appleyards-livable-streets/ 

Played over 10,000 times after only three months! (by January 
2011) 

http://www.streetfilms.org/revisiting-donald-appleyards-livable-streets/�
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Closing Remarks on Achieving Livability: 
Re-connecting, and Re-establishing Community 

 As written in the pages of this book, 
people adapt to poor conditions. And 
thus  to achieve livability we will often 
need to uncover where community ties 
have been undermined, or even 
displaced. And then help work toward 
re-establishing these social 
connections.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing Remarks on Achieving LivabilityRe-connecting, and Re-establishing CommunityAs written in the pages of this book, people adapt to poor conditions. And thus  to achieve livability we will often need to uncover where communities have been undermined, or even displaced, and then help work toward re-establishing their social ties. Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be ready to research and observe people’s revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of people’s lives that could be better. In sum we will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions of urban ecologies and experiences—giving people the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and what is necessary to make things better.  p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity. 
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Closing Remarks on Achieving Livability: 
Observing, Revealing and Assisting 

Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be 
ready to research and observe people’s 
revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of 
people’s lives that could be better. In sum we 
will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions 
of urban ecologies and experiences—giving 
people the information and images necessary 
for them to understand what is wrong and 
unlivable, and what is necessary to make things 
better. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing Remarks on Achieving LivabilityRe-connecting, and Re-establishing CommunityAs written in the pages of this book, people adapt to poor conditions. And thus  to achieve livability we will often need to uncover where communities have been undermined, or even displaced, and then help work toward re-establishing their social ties. Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be ready to research and observe people’s revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of people’s lives that could be better. In sum we will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions of urban ecologies and experiences—giving people the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and what is necessary to make things better.  p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity. 
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Lessons Learned from Livable Streets: 
Principles for Measuring/Achieving Livability 

1. People Adapt to Poor Conditions 
 The poor, the disenfranchised. 

Disconnected. 
 
 

 The Need for Advocacy and 
Inclusion: Understanding the 
Adaption and Retreat from Poor 
Conditions 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Valuing the Needs of Society’s Most Vulnerable.As the research in this book also shows, special attention of the needs of society’s most vulnerable is essential—the poor, the young, the elderly, and those with disabilities. Furthermore, livability means that we should place a priority on those who are  directly connected to their immediate community and environment—those who are more vulnerable and exposed, for example, to the negative impacts of the automobile. In this way, the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists are placed over drivers, especially those who are passing through neighoborhoods . People Adapt to Poor ConditionsTo understanding Livability we need to recognize that people adapt to poor conditions . And thus to achieve livability we must be able to research, observe and uncover aspects of people’s lives that could be better. As with the images of the three streets presented in Chapter 1, this might entail that we report our findings in a way so that they act as a mirror to reflect the poor conditions of people’s lives—giving them the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and how things can be better. The Need for Advocacy and Inclusion: Compensating for the Adaption and Retreat from Poor ConditionsAs the research within this book shows, to understand and achieve livability we need to uncover where community cohesiveness has been undermined—oftentimes there are issues of community displacement or fragmentation that need to be overcome. Paul Davidoff’s (1965) arguments for us to work as advocates teach us to reach out and bring people to the table when they are displaced, disenfranchised and unable to speak for themselves, let alone as a community. Achieving Livability will thus often require an active  advocacy and inclusion of the needs of society’s most vulnerable. Therefore we must be able to think about who is missing? Who is being excluded? And find ways to bring them back into the discussion, advocating for their voice in deliberations about the future. Quality of Life At its core, livability is about the quality of the human experience, or the quality of life. Building on our basic needs for survival (Lynch’s Vitality Dimension of Performance, and Maslow’s Physiological and Safety aspects in his Hierarchy of  Needs), livability is the realm of thriving, building upon our needs for basic survival. And it should include aspects of our life that lead to joy, happiness, respite, rejuvenation, spiritual uplift, and our ability to engage in gracious spirits of sharing and giving, from knowledge to sustenance, as well as our ability to build social community ties and social capital. Mediating the Power Play in the Public Realm Planning and designing for Livability means we are dealing with the quality of life in the public realm, and that we are dealing with conflicting demands for the quality of life in that space. Along these lines, an interior of building, or a car for that matter, should not be the priority. Conversely, how the exterior of the building or actions of the car (by its driver) affects the quality of a person’s experience in public space, should be the priority. Balanced Optimizationof  Society’s Overall Quality of LifeAchieving livability will likely require our striving to achieve pareto efficiency, or pareto optimality. In other words, improving one’s livablity should not be at the cost or degradation of a larger group’s livability, especially when that group is a more vulnerable and exposed state (pedestrians & bicyclists as opposed to drivers encased in their cars). To achieve there will need to be mechanisms to: a) assess and capture the costs of the livability impacts; and b) to appropriately apply these funds to mitigate the impacts, such as investing in traffic calming, bicycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure and so forth.On p.261 of the First Edition, Donald Appleyard states that “if neighborhood protection can result in the greatest good for the greatest number, its enaction is justified .” But I would modify this to say that this should be an inclusive “greatest number”— that the needs of vulnerable populations, even if they are smaller in number, are not drowned out by a more affluent majority.Thus, understanding Livability requires deliberate acts of reaching out, inclusion, and advocacy for those who have been displaced and/or disenfranchised, and thus unable to speak for themselves as a community. In sum a definition of Livability must represent notions of inclusion and advocacy. This could be represented by the term "Society", as long as we recognize that this means an inclusive society.  �A Definition of Livability to Guide Planning and Design Decisions While there may be refinements to this definition of Livability, and I do hope others will try to improve on this one, at least this may give us a starting point to build on: Livability is a balanced optimization of the overall quality of life in and around our public spaces, placing a priority on the quality of life for society's most vulnerable.As well as “situated justice” objectives as advocated for by Paul Davidoff (1965).Livability values streets as places for such things as:Community buildingLearning (especially for children)Improving both physical and creative healthThe building of pride and a sense of place rather than serving as a “channel” for traffic.  Environmental Capacity Proposals for environmental areas were based on the idea that areas and streets of the city should have an environmental capacity, in which levels of danger, noise, air pollution, visual intrusion, and poor pedestrian conditions would be controlled. One of the most interesting parts of the report was Appendix 1, which made the first attempts to develop environmental standards and capacities.Pedestrian safety was identified as the most critical factor, and since 80 percent of pedestrian accidents in Britain occur when people cross the road, the measure of pedestrian delay time in crossing the road was taken as an indicator of safety level, an indicator which has never been validated—that is, there is no evidence of any correlation between delay time and accidents. Indeed, the San Francisco study found that delay time was not considered very important by residents.In environmental areas, the report stated, people should not have to adjust their movements to that of the traffic. They should be free to cross the road where and when they wish. Surveys were made from which it was estimated that a delay of more than four seconds limits a pedestrian’s freedom, and requires some kind of controlled crossing. Therefore streets with an average delay time of two seconds would not be compatible with the idea of an environmental area. On a twenty-two foot wide road, this would limit traffic volumes to 250 passenger car units per hour, or on a thirty-foot road to 130 p.c.u.’s per hour, since the narrower roadway paradoxically allows more traffic volume for equal risk.This definition of environmental capacity was qualified by three factors. The first was the vulnerability of those who lived on the street. Three levels of vulnerability were defined: 1. Streets with over 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians (old, young, mothers with prams).2. Streets with 25 percent to 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians.3. Streets with less than 25 percent vulnerable pedestrians.  Second, the physical conditions of the street would offer different levels of protection, depending on “visibility for drivers, fewer parked cars, fewer side entrances, better continuity of footpaths, safer pedestrian access to dwellings, etc.” Hence streets could be classified as offering high, medium, and low levels of protection.The factors assumed to affect levels of protection were similar to the following: Safety: Separation of pedestrians and vehicles, intrusion of through traffic or traffic of undesirable character.Comfort: Proximity of pedestrian areas or buildings to medium-heavy traffic flows. Ditto to grouped car parks or structures, any overpowering “scale” effect.Convenience: Severance of closely linked uses by traffic routes or unsuitable traffic flows. Adequacy of pedestrian access system within area and to other areas.Appearance: Dominance of appearance by moving or parked vehicles, by structures for vehicles, by street furniture or traffic management devices. The third and final factor in the determination of environmental capacity was the general level of pedestrian activity, especially numbers of children.These factors were the basis for calculating an environmental score (E) for an area. Graphs were developed to calculate the environmental quality of streets of different traffic volume, based on width of the street, vulnerability, and physical levels of protection.  p. 243, Outlines the reprioritization, placing pedestrians first, especially children. It also introduces that notions that drivers should assume responsibility for their impacts. By extension, they should thus internalize the costs of these impacts. “Streets on which children grow up should be safe from speeding and careless drivers. Young children should be able to walk or cycle safely through neighborhood streets to reach local schools, schoolbus stops, and the shops, playgrounds, and parks they like to visit. Drivers of cars, delivery vans, and other vehicles should understand that they are in pedestrian territory when traveling on these streets, and should therefore move slowly, carefully, and with warning—as guests, not as owners.” p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity.  Hillier communicative�Forester and Making advocacy planning work. Take davidoff’s argument and implementing itWildavsky 
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Valuing the Needs of Society’s Most Vulnerable.As the research in this book also shows, special attention of the needs of society’s most vulnerable is essential—the poor, the young, the elderly, and those with disabilities. Furthermore, livability means that we should place a priority on those who are  directly connected to their immediate community and environment—those who are more vulnerable and exposed, for example, to the negative impacts of the automobile. In this way, the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists are placed over drivers, especially those who are passing through neighoborhoods . People Adapt to Poor ConditionsTo understanding Livability we need to recognize that people adapt to poor conditions . And thus to achieve livability we must be able to research, observe and uncover aspects of people’s lives that could be better. As with the images of the three streets presented in Chapter 1, this might entail that we report our findings in a way so that they act as a mirror to reflect the poor conditions of people’s lives—giving them the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and how things can be better. The Need for Advocacy and Inclusion: Compensating for the Adaption and Retreat from Poor ConditionsAs the research within this book shows, to understand and achieve livability we need to uncover where community cohesiveness has been undermined—oftentimes there are issues of community displacement or fragmentation that need to be overcome. Paul Davidoff’s (1965) arguments for us to work as advocates teach us to reach out and bring people to the table when they are displaced, disenfranchised and unable to speak for themselves, let alone as a community. Achieving Livability will thus often require an active  advocacy and inclusion of the needs of society’s most vulnerable. Therefore we must be able to think about who is missing? Who is being excluded? And find ways to bring them back into the discussion, advocating for their voice in deliberations about the future. Quality of Life At its core, livability is about the quality of the human experience, or the quality of life. Building on our basic needs for survival (Lynch’s Vitality Dimension of Performance, and Maslow’s Physiological and Safety aspects in his Hierarchy of  Needs), livability is the realm of thriving, building upon our needs for basic survival. And it should include aspects of our life that lead to joy, happiness, respite, rejuvenation, spiritual uplift, and our ability to engage in gracious spirits of sharing and giving, from knowledge to sustenance, as well as our ability to build social community ties and social capital. Mediating the Power Play in the Public Realm Planning and designing for Livability means we are dealing with the quality of life in the public realm, and that we are dealing with conflicting demands for the quality of life in that space. Along these lines, an interior of building, or a car for that matter, should not be the priority. Conversely, how the exterior of the building or actions of the car (by its driver) affects the quality of a person’s experience in public space, should be the priority. Balanced Optimizationof  Society’s Overall Quality of LifeAchieving livability will likely require our striving to achieve pareto efficiency, or pareto optimality. In other words, improving one’s livablity should not be at the cost or degradation of a larger group’s livability, especially when that group is a more vulnerable and exposed state (pedestrians & bicyclists as opposed to drivers encased in their cars). To achieve there will need to be mechanisms to: a) assess and capture the costs of the livability impacts; and b) to appropriately apply these funds to mitigate the impacts, such as investing in traffic calming, bicycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure and so forth.On p.261 of the First Edition, Donald Appleyard states that “if neighborhood protection can result in the greatest good for the greatest number, its enaction is justified .” But I would modify this to say that this should be an inclusive “greatest number”— that the needs of vulnerable populations, even if they are smaller in number, are not drowned out by a more affluent majority.Thus, understanding Livability requires deliberate acts of reaching out, inclusion, and advocacy for those who have been displaced and/or disenfranchised, and thus unable to speak for themselves as a community. In sum a definition of Livability must represent notions of inclusion and advocacy. This could be represented by the term "Society", as long as we recognize that this means an inclusive society.  �A Definition of Livability to Guide Planning and Design Decisions While there may be refinements to this definition of Livability, and I do hope others will try to improve on this one, at least this may give us a starting point to build on: Livability is a balanced optimization of the overall quality of life in and around our public spaces, placing a priority on the quality of life for society's most vulnerable.As well as “situated justice” objectives as advocated for by Paul Davidoff (1965).Livability values streets as places for such things as:Community buildingLearning (especially for children)Improving both physical and creative healthThe building of pride and a sense of place rather than serving as a “channel” for traffic.  Environmental Capacity Proposals for environmental areas were based on the idea that areas and streets of the city should have an environmental capacity, in which levels of danger, noise, air pollution, visual intrusion, and poor pedestrian conditions would be controlled. One of the most interesting parts of the report was Appendix 1, which made the first attempts to develop environmental standards and capacities.Pedestrian safety was identified as the most critical factor, and since 80 percent of pedestrian accidents in Britain occur when people cross the road, the measure of pedestrian delay time in crossing the road was taken as an indicator of safety level, an indicator which has never been validated—that is, there is no evidence of any correlation between delay time and accidents. Indeed, the San Francisco study found that delay time was not considered very important by residents.In environmental areas, the report stated, people should not have to adjust their movements to that of the traffic. They should be free to cross the road where and when they wish. Surveys were made from which it was estimated that a delay of more than four seconds limits a pedestrian’s freedom, and requires some kind of controlled crossing. Therefore streets with an average delay time of two seconds would not be compatible with the idea of an environmental area. On a twenty-two foot wide road, this would limit traffic volumes to 250 passenger car units per hour, or on a thirty-foot road to 130 p.c.u.’s per hour, since the narrower roadway paradoxically allows more traffic volume for equal risk.This definition of environmental capacity was qualified by three factors. The first was the vulnerability of those who lived on the street. Three levels of vulnerability were defined: 1. Streets with over 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians (old, young, mothers with prams).2. Streets with 25 percent to 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians.3. Streets with less than 25 percent vulnerable pedestrians.  Second, the physical conditions of the street would offer different levels of protection, depending on “visibility for drivers, fewer parked cars, fewer side entrances, better continuity of footpaths, safer pedestrian access to dwellings, etc.” Hence streets could be classified as offering high, medium, and low levels of protection.The factors assumed to affect levels of protection were similar to the following: Safety: Separation of pedestrians and vehicles, intrusion of through traffic or traffic of undesirable character.Comfort: Proximity of pedestrian areas or buildings to medium-heavy traffic flows. Ditto to grouped car parks or structures, any overpowering “scale” effect.Convenience: Severance of closely linked uses by traffic routes or unsuitable traffic flows. Adequacy of pedestrian access system within area and to other areas.Appearance: Dominance of appearance by moving or parked vehicles, by structures for vehicles, by street furniture or traffic management devices. The third and final factor in the determination of environmental capacity was the general level of pedestrian activity, especially numbers of children.These factors were the basis for calculating an environmental score (E) for an area. Graphs were developed to calculate the environmental quality of streets of different traffic volume, based on width of the street, vulnerability, and physical levels of protection.  p. 243, Outlines the reprioritization, placing pedestrians first, especially children. It also introduces that notions that drivers should assume responsibility for their impacts. By extension, they should thus internalize the costs of these impacts. “Streets on which children grow up should be safe from speeding and careless drivers. Young children should be able to walk or cycle safely through neighborhood streets to reach local schools, schoolbus stops, and the shops, playgrounds, and parks they like to visit. Drivers of cars, delivery vans, and other vehicles should understand that they are in pedestrian territory when traveling on these streets, and should therefore move slowly, carefully, and with warning—as guests, not as owners.” p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity.  Hillier communicative�Forester and Making advocacy planning work. Take davidoff’s argument and implementing itWildavsky 
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http://www.bts.gov/publications/journal_of_transportation_and_statistics/volume_04_number_23/paper_01/Every trip should have a Livability or externality profile  Either works with or at odds with the surrounding environmentA ped access trip has positive benefits.But an auto access trip has a mismatch with the surrounding environment.Computational Tools for Measuring Space-Time Accessibility Within Dynamic Flow Transportation NetworksYi-Hwa Wu*�Harvey J. Miller�University of UtahAbstractThe space-time prism (STP) and STP-based accessibility measures are powerful techniques for assessing the ability of individuals to travel and participate in activities at different locations and times in a given environment. However, traditional STPs and STP-based accessibility measures ignore spatial and temporal variations in travel times in an urban environment. Factors such as traffic congestion impose increasingly complex and severe constraints on individual travel and participation in activities. This paper reports on the development of dynamic STP-based accessibility measures and computational procedures for assessing individual accessibility in networks with time-varying flow. We extend static network-based STPs to the case where network flow and travel velocities vary across time due to congestion. These tools can evaluate the accessibility of travelers under different traffic congestion scenarios, alternative network flow control strategies, and activity scheduling policies (e.g., flextime and telecommuting).IntroductionMuch travel behavior research focuses on understanding an individual's decision processes and analyzing the elementary factors determining travel activity. Consequently, most transportation planning tools emphasize travel demand patterns and predicting travelers' responses to transportation policy and management options. These methods concern how or when travel activities will take place throughout the transportation system. Accessibility measures are alternative approaches that emphasize the potential for travel behavior conditioned by the performance of the transportation system. Accessibility measures assess an individual's freedom to participate in activities in a given travel environment rather than explaining or predicting actual travel choices. Because they highlight constraints on travel rather than revealed travel choices that intertwine preferences and constraints, accessibility measures can be a more sensitive assessment technique than analyses of actual travel behavior (Hägerstrand 1970).Conventional accessibility measures focus on tradeoffs between the attractiveness of opportunities and the travel cost required to obtain these opportunities (see, e.g., Geertman and Van Eck 1995). These indicators usually measure attractiveness through surrogates such as the size or variety of the opportunity (e.g., store size for retail opportunities) and travel cost through physical distance, travel time, or monetary cost. Accessibility is usually measured with respect to key activity locations for individuals (e.g., home, workplace) and evaluates the transportation services provided to these key locations to assess their relative advantages (Burns 1979).Conventional accessibility measures often neglect the fact that the temporal dimension also affects individual accessibility. Limited time "budgets" or available time for travel and activity participation can constrain the participation time for each activity and therefore reduce individual accessibility. Periodic activity schedules, conditioned by required spatio-temporal events such as a fixed work schedule or child maintenance activities, vary widely but systematically by life stage, sex, socioeconomic status, and culture. An analysis by Kwan (1998) suggests that space-time measures are more sensitive in capturing interpersonal differences in individual accessibility than conventional measures. Measures that do not capture temporal constraints created by individual activity schedules are a one-size-fits-all depiction of accessibility that is insensitive to individual differences (Kwan 1998; Miller 1999; Miller and Wu 2000). Hägerstrand's (1970) space-time prism (STP) is a powerful conceptual tool that captures both spatial separation and temporal constraints that limit individuals' freedom to travel and participate in required and desired activities. Accessibility measures based on the STP consider the spatial extent of travel and available activity participation time dictated by individual activity schedules. Most of these measures capture these schedules by measuring spatial separation with respect to anchor locations (e.g., home, work) and restricting travel extent based on the individual's time budget or free time for travel and activity participation (Miller 1999; Kwan 1998).A weakness of STP-based accessibility measures, and accessibility measures in general, is their treatment of travel times as static. Consequently, these measures cannot capture the potential impacts of transportation network congestion on accessibility. Traffic congestion is a major problem and policy issue in many cities (Cervero 1986; Plane 1995). The traditional suburb to central city journey-to-work pattern has been replaced by more complex commuting patterns involving substantial suburb-to-suburb flows. Service sector working hours tend to be staggered and occupy more of the daily clock than traditional employment. This results in congestion being spread beyond the traditional morning and evening peak periods (Hanson 1995). The increasing saturation of urban transportation networks means that localized incidents (e.g., construction or accidents) can propagate widely through the network. This suggests the need for new tools to capture dynamic congestion patterns in urban transportation networks and the potential for these tools to affect accessibility. This paper reports on the development of dynamic space-time accessibility measures and computational procedures for assessing individual accessibility in networks with time-varying congestion. We extend static network-based space-time accessibility measures to the case where network flow and travel velocities vary across time due to congestion. We also develop a computational toolkit that uses simulated dynamic traffic conditions to calculate travel times based on the shortest path routes through a network with dynamic flows. Our computational toolkit is coupled with a geographic information system (GIS), facilitating spatial data management and visualization of the resulting accessibility regimes. Following this introduction, there are six sections to this paper:Space-Time Accessibility reviews the conceptual and theoretical basis for the space-time accessibility measures.Dynamic Space-Time Accessibility Constructs discusses the algorithm for calculating space-time accessibility within dynamic transportation networks.Dynamic Congestion Modeling provides the methodology used for developing the dynamic congestion module.System Design describes the system configuration for the toolkit.Example Calculations shows some preliminary results.The Conclusion provides some summary comments and directions for continued system development.
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 Quality of Life At its core, livability is about the quality of the human experience, or the quality of life. Building on our basic needs for survival (Lynch’s Vitality Dimension of Performance, and Maslow’s Physiological and Safety aspects in his Hierarchy of  Needs), livability is the realm of thriving, building upon our needs for basic survival. And it should include aspects of our life that lead to joy, happiness, respite, rejuvenation, spiritual uplift, and our ability to engage in gracious spirits of sharing and giving, from knowledge to sustenance, as well as our ability to build social community ties and social capital. Mediating the Power Play in the Public Realm Planning and designing for Livability means we are dealing with the quality of life in the public realm, and that we are dealing with conflicting demands for the quality of life in that space. Along these lines, an interior of building, or a car for that matter, should not be the priority. Conversely, how the exterior of the building or actions of the car (by its driver) affects the quality of a person’s experience in public space, should be the priority. Balanced Optimizationof  Society’s Overall Quality of LifeAchieving livability will likely require our striving to achieve pareto efficiency, or pareto optimality. In other words, improving one’s livablity should not be at the cost or degradation of a larger group’s livability, especially when that group is a more vulnerable and exposed state (pedestrians & bicyclists as opposed to drivers encased in their cars). To achieve there will need to be mechanisms to: a) assess and capture the costs of the livability impacts; and b) to appropriately apply these funds to mitigate the impacts, such as investing in traffic calming, bicycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure and so forth.On p.261 of the First Edition, Donald Appleyard states that “if neighborhood protection can result in the greatest good for the greatest number, its enaction is justified .” But I would modify this to say that this should be an inclusive “greatest number”— that the needs of vulnerable populations, even if they are smaller in number, are not drowned out by a more affluent majority.Thus, understanding Livability requires deliberate acts of reaching out, inclusion, and advocacy for those who have been displaced and/or disenfranchised, and thus unable to speak for themselves as a community. In sum a definition of Livability must represent notions of inclusion and advocacy. This could be represented by the term "Society", as long as we recognize that this means an inclusive society.  �A Definition of Livability to Guide Planning and Design Decisions While there may be refinements to this definition of Livability, and I do hope others will try to improve on this one, at least this may give us a starting point to build on: Livability is a balanced optimization of the overall quality of life in and around our public spaces, placing a priority on the quality of life for society's most vulnerable.As well as “situated justice” objectives as advocated for by Paul Davidoff (1965).Livability values streets as places for such things as:Community buildingLearning (especially for children)Improving both physical and creative healthThe building of pride and a sense of place rather than serving as a “channel” for traffic.  Environmental Capacity Proposals for environmental areas were based on the idea that areas and streets of the city should have an environmental capacity, in which levels of danger, noise, air pollution, visual intrusion, and poor pedestrian conditions would be controlled. One of the most interesting parts of the report was Appendix 1, which made the first attempts to develop environmental standards and capacities.Pedestrian safety was identified as the most critical factor, and since 80 percent of pedestrian accidents in Britain occur when people cross the road, the measure of pedestrian delay time in crossing the road was taken as an indicator of safety level, an indicator which has never been validated—that is, there is no evidence of any correlation between delay time and accidents. Indeed, the San Francisco study found that delay time was not considered very important by residents.In environmental areas, the report stated, people should not have to adjust their movements to that of the traffic. They should be free to cross the road where and when they wish. Surveys were made from which it was estimated that a delay of more than four seconds limits a pedestrian’s freedom, and requires some kind of controlled crossing. Therefore streets with an average delay time of two seconds would not be compatible with the idea of an environmental area. On a twenty-two foot wide road, this would limit traffic volumes to 250 passenger car units per hour, or on a thirty-foot road to 130 p.c.u.’s per hour, since the narrower roadway paradoxically allows more traffic volume for equal risk.This definition of environmental capacity was qualified by three factors. The first was the vulnerability of those who lived on the street. Three levels of vulnerability were defined: 1. Streets with over 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians (old, young, mothers with prams).2. Streets with 25 percent to 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians.3. Streets with less than 25 percent vulnerable pedestrians.  Second, the physical conditions of the street would offer different levels of protection, depending on “visibility for drivers, fewer parked cars, fewer side entrances, better continuity of footpaths, safer pedestrian access to dwellings, etc.” Hence streets could be classified as offering high, medium, and low levels of protection.The factors assumed to affect levels of protection were similar to the following: Safety: Separation of pedestrians and vehicles, intrusion of through traffic or traffic of undesirable character.Comfort: Proximity of pedestrian areas or buildings to medium-heavy traffic flows. Ditto to grouped car parks or structures, any overpowering “scale” effect.Convenience: Severance of closely linked uses by traffic routes or unsuitable traffic flows. Adequacy of pedestrian access system within area and to other areas.Appearance: Dominance of appearance by moving or parked vehicles, by structures for vehicles, by street furniture or traffic management devices. The third and final factor in the determination of environmental capacity was the general level of pedestrian activity, especially numbers of children.These factors were the basis for calculating an environmental score (E) for an area. Graphs were developed to calculate the environmental quality of streets of different traffic volume, based on width of the street, vulnerability, and physical levels of protection.  p. 243, Outlines the reprioritization, placing pedestrians first, especially children. It also introduces that notions that drivers should assume responsibility for their impacts. By extension, they should thus internalize the costs of these impacts. “Streets on which children grow up should be safe from speeding and careless drivers. Young children should be able to walk or cycle safely through neighborhood streets to reach local schools, schoolbus stops, and the shops, playgrounds, and parks they like to visit. Drivers of cars, delivery vans, and other vehicles should understand that they are in pedestrian territory when traveling on these streets, and should therefore move slowly, carefully, and with warning—as guests, not as owners.” p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity.  Hillier communicative�Forester and Making advocacy planning work. Take davidoff’s argument and implementing itWildavsky 
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Valuing the Needs of Society’s Most Vulnerable.As the research in this book also shows, special attention of the needs of society’s most vulnerable is essential—the poor, the young, the elderly, and those with disabilities. Furthermore, livability means that we should place a priority on those who are  directly connected to their immediate community and environment—those who are more vulnerable and exposed, for example, to the negative impacts of the automobile. In this way, the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists are placed over drivers, especially those who are passing through neighoborhoods . People Adapt to Poor ConditionsTo understanding Livability we need to recognize that people adapt to poor conditions . And thus to achieve livability we must be able to research, observe and uncover aspects of people’s lives that could be better. As with the images of the three streets presented in Chapter 1, this might entail that we report our findings in a way so that they act as a mirror to reflect the poor conditions of people’s lives—giving them the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and how things can be better. The Need for Advocacy and Inclusion: Compensating for the Adaption and Retreat from Poor ConditionsAs the research within this book shows, to understand and achieve livability we need to uncover where community cohesiveness has been undermined—oftentimes there are issues of community displacement or fragmentation that need to be overcome. Paul Davidoff’s (1965) arguments for us to work as advocates teach us to reach out and bring people to the table when they are displaced, disenfranchised and unable to speak for themselves, let alone as a community. Achieving Livability will thus often require an active  advocacy and inclusion of the needs of society’s most vulnerable. Therefore we must be able to think about who is missing? Who is being excluded? And find ways to bring them back into the discussion, advocating for their voice in deliberations about the future. Quality of Life At its core, livability is about the quality of the human experience, or the quality of life. Building on our basic needs for survival (Lynch’s Vitality Dimension of Performance, and Maslow’s Physiological and Safety aspects in his Hierarchy of  Needs), livability is the realm of thriving, building upon our needs for basic survival. And it should include aspects of our life that lead to joy, happiness, respite, rejuvenation, spiritual uplift, and our ability to engage in gracious spirits of sharing and giving, from knowledge to sustenance, as well as our ability to build social community ties and social capital. Mediating the Power Play in the Public Realm Planning and designing for Livability means we are dealing with the quality of life in the public realm, and that we are dealing with conflicting demands for the quality of life in that space. Along these lines, an interior of building, or a car for that matter, should not be the priority. Conversely, how the exterior of the building or actions of the car (by its driver) affects the quality of a person’s experience in public space, should be the priority. Balanced Optimizationof  Society’s Overall Quality of LifeAchieving livability will likely require our striving to achieve pareto efficiency, or pareto optimality. In other words, improving one’s livablity should not be at the cost or degradation of a larger group’s livability, especially when that group is a more vulnerable and exposed state (pedestrians & bicyclists as opposed to drivers encased in their cars). To achieve there will need to be mechanisms to: a) assess and capture the costs of the livability impacts; and b) to appropriately apply these funds to mitigate the impacts, such as investing in traffic calming, bicycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure and so forth.On p.261 of the First Edition, Donald Appleyard states that “if neighborhood protection can result in the greatest good for the greatest number, its enaction is justified .” But I would modify this to say that this should be an inclusive “greatest number”— that the needs of vulnerable populations, even if they are smaller in number, are not drowned out by a more affluent majority.Thus, understanding Livability requires deliberate acts of reaching out, inclusion, and advocacy for those who have been displaced and/or disenfranchised, and thus unable to speak for themselves as a community. In sum a definition of Livability must represent notions of inclusion and advocacy. This could be represented by the term "Society", as long as we recognize that this means an inclusive society.  �A Definition of Livability to Guide Planning and Design Decisions While there may be refinements to this definition of Livability, and I do hope others will try to improve on this one, at least this may give us a starting point to build on: Livability is a balanced optimization of the overall quality of life in and around our public spaces, placing a priority on the quality of life for society's most vulnerable.As well as “situated justice” objectives as advocated for by Paul Davidoff (1965).Livability values streets as places for such things as:Community buildingLearning (especially for children)Improving both physical and creative healthThe building of pride and a sense of place rather than serving as a “channel” for traffic.  Environmental Capacity Proposals for environmental areas were based on the idea that areas and streets of the city should have an environmental capacity, in which levels of danger, noise, air pollution, visual intrusion, and poor pedestrian conditions would be controlled. One of the most interesting parts of the report was Appendix 1, which made the first attempts to develop environmental standards and capacities.Pedestrian safety was identified as the most critical factor, and since 80 percent of pedestrian accidents in Britain occur when people cross the road, the measure of pedestrian delay time in crossing the road was taken as an indicator of safety level, an indicator which has never been validated—that is, there is no evidence of any correlation between delay time and accidents. Indeed, the San Francisco study found that delay time was not considered very important by residents.In environmental areas, the report stated, people should not have to adjust their movements to that of the traffic. They should be free to cross the road where and when they wish. Surveys were made from which it was estimated that a delay of more than four seconds limits a pedestrian’s freedom, and requires some kind of controlled crossing. Therefore streets with an average delay time of two seconds would not be compatible with the idea of an environmental area. On a twenty-two foot wide road, this would limit traffic volumes to 250 passenger car units per hour, or on a thirty-foot road to 130 p.c.u.’s per hour, since the narrower roadway paradoxically allows more traffic volume for equal risk.This definition of environmental capacity was qualified by three factors. The first was the vulnerability of those who lived on the street. Three levels of vulnerability were defined: 1. Streets with over 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians (old, young, mothers with prams).2. Streets with 25 percent to 50 percent vulnerable pedestrians.3. Streets with less than 25 percent vulnerable pedestrians.  Second, the physical conditions of the street would offer different levels of protection, depending on “visibility for drivers, fewer parked cars, fewer side entrances, better continuity of footpaths, safer pedestrian access to dwellings, etc.” Hence streets could be classified as offering high, medium, and low levels of protection.The factors assumed to affect levels of protection were similar to the following: Safety: Separation of pedestrians and vehicles, intrusion of through traffic or traffic of undesirable character.Comfort: Proximity of pedestrian areas or buildings to medium-heavy traffic flows. Ditto to grouped car parks or structures, any overpowering “scale” effect.Convenience: Severance of closely linked uses by traffic routes or unsuitable traffic flows. Adequacy of pedestrian access system within area and to other areas.Appearance: Dominance of appearance by moving or parked vehicles, by structures for vehicles, by street furniture or traffic management devices. The third and final factor in the determination of environmental capacity was the general level of pedestrian activity, especially numbers of children.These factors were the basis for calculating an environmental score (E) for an area. Graphs were developed to calculate the environmental quality of streets of different traffic volume, based on width of the street, vulnerability, and physical levels of protection.  p. 243, Outlines the reprioritization, placing pedestrians first, especially children. It also introduces that notions that drivers should assume responsibility for their impacts. By extension, they should thus internalize the costs of these impacts. “Streets on which children grow up should be safe from speeding and careless drivers. Young children should be able to walk or cycle safely through neighborhood streets to reach local schools, schoolbus stops, and the shops, playgrounds, and parks they like to visit. Drivers of cars, delivery vans, and other vehicles should understand that they are in pedestrian territory when traveling on these streets, and should therefore move slowly, carefully, and with warning—as guests, not as owners.” p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity.  Hillier communicative�Forester and Making advocacy planning work. Take davidoff’s argument and implementing itWildavsky 
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Closing Remarks on Achieving Livability: 
Re-connecting, and Re-establishing Community 

 As written in the pages of this book, 
people adapt to poor conditions. And 
thus  to achieve livability we will often 
need to uncover where community ties 
have been undermined, or even 
displaced. And then help work toward 
re-establishing these social 
connections.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing Remarks on Achieving LivabilityRe-connecting, and Re-establishing CommunityAs written in the pages of this book, people adapt to poor conditions. And thus  to achieve livability we will often need to uncover where communities have been undermined, or even displaced, and then help work toward re-establishing their social ties. Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be ready to research and observe people’s revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of people’s lives that could be better. In sum we will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions of urban ecologies and experiences—giving people the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and what is necessary to make things better.  p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity. 
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Closing Remarks on Achieving Livability: 
Observing, Revealing and Assisting 

Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be 
ready to research and observe people’s 
revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of 
people’s lives that could be better. In sum we 
will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions 
of urban ecologies and experiences—giving 
people the information and images necessary 
for them to understand what is wrong and 
unlivable, and what is necessary to make things 
better. 
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Closing Remarks on Achieving LivabilityRe-connecting, and Re-establishing CommunityAs written in the pages of this book, people adapt to poor conditions. And thus  to achieve livability we will often need to uncover where communities have been undermined, or even displaced, and then help work toward re-establishing their social ties. Furthermore, to achieve livability we must be ready to research and observe people’s revealed behavior, uncovering aspects of people’s lives that could be better. In sum we will need to strive to reflect the actual conditions of urban ecologies and experiences—giving people the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong and unlivable, and what is necessary to make things better.  p. 254Many residents are willing to tolerate the conditions they have found and do not want any change. And there are large numbers of people who are still opposed to any restriction on the automobile. Naively held ideas and simplistic plans will succumb to violent backlash, unless schemes for livable streets are developed with political awareness and a concern for equity. 



ET+ Scenario Builder: 
 

 Quickly paint scenarios using financially 
feasible building blocks 

 Compare multiple scenarios across 
variety of indicators 

 Track progress in real-time 
 Developing 18 “Apps” 

 Complete and Livable Streets  

 
 Solving Transportation Problems With 

non-transportation solutions 

 “It’s The Housing, My Friend” 
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Design 

Density/ 
Proximity 

Diversity 
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Corridor 
 

The Dual Perspective For Measuring and 
Achieving Livability  

Site Site 

Site 

Region 
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Now, it is critically important that these 3 Dimensions have a Community perspective, again, focused at the level of human interaction with both the physical and functional qualities (of the community). And, in saying this, I would argue that the Community vision should provide context for the Site Plans  (3 clicks)and in turn, for all of this to work, I would further assert that the Community vision should then provide the building blocks for the Regional Plans (click)Now, I will quickly review these three dimensions, explaining more about what they mean, then go on to more specific examples of strategies to forge the link.
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Thank You!  
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Street Vision  
““We should raise our sights for the moment.   
What could a residential street —  
 a street on which our children are brought up, adults live, 

and old people spend their last days —  
what could such a street be like?” 
Donald Appleyard, Livable Streets, 1981 
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We must ask the following: 

 Who is missing? Who is being 
excluded? 

 Achieving Livability means to: 
 actively reach out and include others. 
 recognize that people will adapt to poor 

conditions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But sometimes this universal application can lead to a cooption of the term.For example, “valuing community” has led to policy that dictates that the communities themselves define their own livability for themselves. But what if that community has been torn apart by traffic and can’t speak for themselves? What if the community has been removed by plan (freeway neighborhood removal) or by some force of nature (Hurricane Katrina) coupled with inadequate infrastructure (levees meant to save New Orleans). Livable Streets teaches us that we often need to uncover where a community has been hampered, removed or disconnected. That we need to re-imagine and re-envision, reconnect, re-establish community. What we need are some meta-principles. This is important as the auto-mobile culture of the last century has culture and practices that have led to a great separation of community. If people don’t speak to each other on a regular basis, do If people don’t walk along or across the street there will be no pedestrians injured or killed on that street. But does that mean it is a Livable Street? No, of course not. Achieving Livability means to actively reach out and include others.Achieving Livability means to recognize that people will adapt to poor conditions.Livability requires that we think about what is unlivable.�Who is missing? Who is being excluded?�And what we need to make a situation more livable.�Advocacy.�Rather than patronage�We need to put up a mirror to people’s lives�Give them the information and images necessary for them to understand what is wrong. And how it can be better.�Creating a more livable community requires that of us.�
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Re-imagining and Re-envisioning 
the Promise of our Streets 

we need to help people re-imagine and re-envision the promise of our 
city’s most accessible public spaces— 
the places where we can most easily gather and socialize to share 
knowledge, support, and to learn about the world;  
where we can choose to walk or bicycle to save the environment and 
improve both our physical and creative health; and finally the places 
where we can freely find rest, joy and rejuvenation— 
our streets. 
  Bruce Appleyard, PhD 
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Three Pillars Model 

 Lutzkendorf and Lorenz (2005) 
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Economic capital is central as the basis of wealth creation which propels development, however it is inhibited by environmental and social factors.Supported by institutional and governance structures to make sustainability work 
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Auto-Mobility Paradigm Then 
Berkeley - Circa 1975 
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Conventional spatial units of analysis- 
Zones around the origins and destinations 

The Individual Access Corridor (IAC) captures details of 
the urban environment  

between origins and destinations –  
important to out-of-vehicle travelers 

New Spatial Unit of Analysis 
•To more equitably handle these two perspectives 
• Individualized, detailed information 
• Frameworks created help manage “information overload” 
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More Equitably Captures the Perceptions of People Traveling by Different Modes Need to make the methods of measurement consistent with how people are perceiving the environment from the mode of interest.
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- 

The IAC in Action: 
• Estimated paths for thousands of survey respondents. 
• Created analytical frameworks 
• Broadens the prevailing research paradigm. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to capture and calculate new measures of the urban environment.ViaGIS programmingLand Use Activity - Specific proportions of land use activities along a person’s IAC.�Transport Access- Ratio of Straight Line to Network Distance, as a measure of route directness. �Traveler Perceptions - Average Parcel Size (APS) as a proxy for perceptual qualities of the urban environment as embodied in building/street form & character.
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Background: Conventional Methods Use Zonal Aggregation

 

2006 1996 
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IAC Analysis 

Background: Methodological Progression 

Conventional, 
4-Step Modeling 

D-Variables of the 
Built Environment  

Traffic Analysis  
Zones (TAZs) 
 

TAZs or 
½ mile radii 

Spatial 
Unit of 
Analysis 
 

Perspective 
 

Analytical 
Framework  
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Aggregate to disaggregateIAC Analysis:Good for understanding “Green” �and Active Modes—�Bicycling & Walking—�as well as auto-modesSource: Bruce Appleyard 2007 Overcoming barriers �  along and across streetsGOLUB Article on sem for tranMode choice what to do when I have dummies as outcomeControl for walking Endogeneity of distance and walking .Built Environment Dimensions of Travel Behavior By Bruce Appleyard First inspired, by a Robert Cervero and Kara Kockelman study titled, “Travel behavior and the 3 Ds”, travel behavior research associated with the built environment has generated multiple Dimensions, or “Ds”. (At last count, there were more than seven!)Through the review of the research and literature for the PAS Report, The Transportation/Land-use Connection (Moore, Thorsnes and Appleyard, (forthcoming June 2007) and discussing with many experts, in particular Drs Susan Handy, Frank, Ewing and Cervero, I came to a greater understanding of the finer details of the complex relationship between these dimensions of the built environment and lowering auto dependency. This compelled me to create a more concise guide and graphic on how these dimensions affect walking and driving rates, and hence creating greater opportunities for transit ridership, transit/bicycle travel, etc. Here are the findings:There are four primary built environment dimensions that are primarily influential at the neighborhood/station area level. They are Distance, Design, Diversity and Density and they most strongly influence walking rates for transportation purposes (as opposed to walking for recreation). At the regional level, the built environment most influential at reducing driving rates via the  dimension known as  “Destinations” ( or regional level accessibility of important work, learn and play opportunities to one’s home).  Ewing and Cervero’s 2001 synthesis of built environment and travel research found this “regional accessibility” dimension to be the most influential component of the built environment at lowering auto use. It should be kept in mind that most experts would likely believe that these dimensions would be more influential if they were all coupled with proper pricing for congestion, parking, etc. (which could actually compose another proposed “D”, Discouraging driving). However, these built environment dimensions have often been lumped together, with density most often used as a primary indicator of walkability, transit ridership, and lower auto use, etc. This makes some sense as Density is a convenient, even elegant, proxy measure (even proximity, Distance) for the following reasons: First, density is a relatively easy measure to gather, calculate and compare across urban areas. Second, density is often accompanied by mixed use (diversity) and walkable distances that are at least functionally well designed, as well as other factors that make walking and auto-alternatives competitive (good transit service, scarcity of free parking, etc.).  (Density also makes diversity and walkable distances economically compatible.) Nevertheless, the influence of these dimensions on travel behavior is more complex, and with the guidance of the abovementioned experts and their research I created the following guide and accompanying graphic of the influence of the most important built environment dimensions on travel behavior, focusing on walking - our most basic form of travel:First and foremost, distance, both real and perceived, has the strongest, most direct influence on whether one decides to walk. Therefore, the influence of the other Ds on walking occurs primarily through their influence on Distance as follows:Design (including function, form, and experiential quality), has an indirect influence on walking via its influence on a person’s perception of distance, whether accurate, exaggerated, or encouraging. For example:Functional design helps a walker overcome distance by providing adequate, safe and direct paths and crosswalks. 	Design form helps a walker overcome distance by raising the quality and attractiveness of the walking experience via attractive placemaking, feelings of safety, comfort, etc. While important, it is perhaps weaker than the functional aspect of design.Combined, function and form define the experiential quality of the walking trip (e.g., ability to overcome real and/or perceived threats to safety from traffic and/or crime.) Diversity has a direct relationship with distance, by placing important destinations closer together - people to support businesses, services, bus stops, parks, schools, etc. – and thus has an indirect influence walking.  Diversity may also affect the experiential quality of the walking trip.  In the end, while it is most often used to as the primary measure of the built environment to determine the walkability, transit ridership, and hence driving rates an area, Density is actually associated indirectly with walking via distance. In sum, density is a proxy measure for proximity, and more powerfully so when coupled with Diversity AND Distance. 
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Creating Livable & Complete Streets 

Connected & 
Accessible 

Safe & 
Comfortable 

Sense of Place 
Aesthetics 

I. Getting Across the Street 
II. Getting Along the Street  
III. Placemaking  
IV. Traffic Calming 
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What is street livability Primacy of Out of vehicle travelersCars should not be automatically put first.If you don’t want them, Children don’t get themMoving people, not justDisagreement over livabilityRiority freedom ok while not taking away from others Mmlos, Balance Auto-mobility  with  ped mobility in urban Public healthHuman’s meant to walkLive shorter lives and less healthy lives.Not Eg what does livable streets mean.Urban book, Parking managementHonesty about traffic congestion.Where people want to be Key is how to designTraffic speeds are important.Speed reduction is keyReduce energy, reduce pollutionCommunity health Quite large forces puching to wads reduced Public Livabk Walkable & Bikable CommunityWe really need to be committed to safety If we are really committed to safety AfweOffeMobility and movement is not an end in itselfPeople are mobile and people will choose the places that are special to move to.
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Livable Streets are Comfortable Places For People and Pets 

Rijsvijk, The Netherlands  
Source: Hamilton-Baille Associates 
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With slow traffic, people are comfortable in the street
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